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Mixers and taps

When you’re choosing a tap or mixer, the most important thing to
know is that it’s the right one for you and your home, whether yours
is a high or low pressure hot water system. With Ideal Standard, you
can rest assured you’ve chosen right, every time. Whatever your
system, we can offer you a range of stylish, high quality taps and
mixers that perform brilliantly.
As the leading European manufacturer of taps and mixers with over
100 years in complete bathroom solutions, we’re pioneers in tap
and mixer technology. Because we manufacture our own products,
you’re assured of the highest standards in everything from design
and performance to strength and durability. Plus, our commitment
to innovation means we can offer you the very latest in safety and
water-saving ideas too.
We’ve got something for everyone. On the following pages, you’ll
discover a comprehensive range of simple and intuitive-to-use taps
and mixers for bath, shower and basin, everything from classic to
contemporary designs, every one high quality and high performing.
We’re confident you’ll find what you’re looking for but if you have
any questions just call us on 0800 590 311.
We’ll be happy to help.
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DEDICATED
TO EXCELLENCE

Whatever you select from our extensive
tap and mixer collection, you’re
guaranteed excellence in three areas:
design, performance and durability.
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1 Led by Thomas Fiegl and Achim
Pohl, the Artefakt design team
produce products of simplicity,
sensuality and a consistent ethos.
2 Melange, single lever innovation
from Ideal Standard.
3 Our passion for careful, thoughtout functionality means you have
maximum control, right there at
your fingertips.
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Award-winning design
At Ideal Standard, we put groundbreaking design at the heart of all that we do.
We collaborate with Europe’s most exceptional, award-winning designers such
as Robin Levien, Artefakt and David Chipperfield, all of them skilled practitioners
in form and functional design. They’ve joined our engineering team to create
signature designs that set the trend in contemporary tap and mixer design.

Brilliant performance

4 Our unique CLICK feature
encourages water saving – the
user lifts the handle until they
feel a slight resistance. This
informs the user that the fitting
is delivering only 50% of its
maximum flow potential. Lifting
the handle further enables the
fitting to deliver maximum flow.

A mixer or tap that works perfectly is always our aim, whatever your system.
Over the years, we’ve developed some very exciting technology to meet
your changing needs. In fact, many of the great engineering advances in tap
manufacture began life on the Ideal Standard drawing board. We manufacture
products that give you maximum flow rates even in low pressure areas, products
that are easy and safe to use whether you’re 3 or 93, and products that deliver
water efficiency so you can save money and do your bit for the planet.

5 All of our mixers and taps are
made in Germany and Bulgaria
and exceed European standards.

Built to last

6 Each product is produced with
the best materials to be robust
and hard-wearing.

Ideal Standard products are built to last; that’s our guarantee to you. We
know that you need robust, high quality mixers and taps that can withstand
the day-to-day rigours of home life so everything we make exceeds British
and European standards and is subject to extensive life testing. Manufactured
in Germany, the home of engineering excellence, using high quality materials,
all our products come with a comprehensive five-year guarantee.
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INNOVATIONS TO MAKE
YOUR LIFE EASY

At Ideal Standard, we’ve perfected the next
generation of mixers and taps ensuring you
can enjoy unparalleled levels of comfort and
control. Inspired by you and your family’s
needs, these innovations feature everything
from technology that allows you to limit flow
levels so you can save water and energy to
temperature control and Cool Body features
for your comfort and safety.
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Save water and energy
All our products have watersaving features built in. In fact,
we were the first company
to offer factory fitted flow
regulators on our basin mixers.
The ingenious CLICK
technology in our single lever
basin mixer and bidet mixer
is designed to help you save
water. Just lift the handle until
you feel a slight resistance; this
tells you you’re getting 50%
of the mixer’s maximum flow.
To achieve full flow, simply lift
the lever to its maximum.
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Safety first for you and
your family
It’s only natural you put your
family’s safety first and now,
with our Cool Body innovation,
you’ll never have to worry
about fittings becoming too
hot to touch. Not only that, our
thermostatic control ensures
you enjoy a safe temperature
that’s maintained at all times,
whatever water’s being used
elsewhere in your home.

3
Easy, speedy fitting
Designed to allow you to fit
your mixer from above the
basin rather than below,
where space is traditionally
tight, our TopFix system means
installation is fast and easy.
The matching bidet mixer is also
available with the TopFix system.
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Faster, more convenient
bath filling
Idealfill fittings are separate
from the filler so you can turn
the water on and off from a
convenient place on or around
the bath while the water comes
from a combined filler and
overflow. So, no more stretching
around the shower screen to
turn your bath on. Idealfill
delivers 23 litres of water per
minute, faster than any other
bath-filling system.

5
Easy temperature control
It’s so easy to control water pressure
and temperature with a smooth, effortless
handle featuring our pioneering ceramic
disc technology. A single lever controls the
pressure and temperature within a comfort
zone of 30–45°C. So, you can limit water
wastage and enjoy a more efficient flow
rate – with no drips!

6
Extra safety
Particularly important if you’ve got
children, our temperature limit stop
controls the temperature on the
mixer when the tap is full on. This
can be preset to suit your family’s
comfort and safety.

We’ve also developed a multi-port
cartridge that enables even those with
low pressure systems to enjoy a reliable,
efficient flow. We’ve incorporated this
technology into our one hole bath fillers
too so you can match the single lever
design of your basin filler with your bath
mixers. We’re proud to say no other
company offers this design feature.
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On the following pages you’ll discover
a comprehensive range of simple and
intuitive-to-use taps and mixers for bath,
shower and basin, everything from classic
to contemporary designs, every one high
quality and performing.
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CONCEPT

DISTINCTIVE
DESIGN WITH
HIGH
PERFORMANCE

DESIGN BY
Domestic products all over the world bear
the stamp of Cone’s creator; Robin Levien RDI.
Robin is one of Ideal Standard’s most successful
partners and has worked with us to create
exemplary taps and mixers for over eight
years. The UK’s best-selling bathroom suite, the
Studio range, came from the creative mind of
Robin Levien.
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CONCEPT

At Ideal Standard, we want to help
you to save water as well as ensure
you get the very best in comfort
and reliability.
More intelligent
water flow
By reducing the amount of water held
in the Concept fitting by 80%, there is less
water to flush through. That also means
there is 80% less water in the tap to
stagnate and allow bacterial growth.

100ml

IdealPure®
Another first from Ideal Standard, our
IdealPure® technology, the first of its kind,
gives you nickel and lead-free waterways.
Waterways are made from special plastics
ensuring water never makes contact with
any metals and that means clean safe
water, every time.

6ml
Concept
basin mixer
The flow regulator reduces water consumption
from 9 to 5 litres per minute without any
noticeable loss of flow, as water is mixed with air.

Save water –
save money
£250
£200

Energy

1

£150
Concept 2H bath shower mixer
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High flow for fast filling even
at low pressure.
With busy families, time is often of the
essence. That’s why we’ve designed
Concept to give you high flow rates
so your bath fills quickly, whatever your
hot water system, including the lower
pressure gravity systems that are
common in this country.

up to
£174
saving
a year*

Water is never in contact
with the brass body, as it
passes through waterways
made of special plastics.

£100
Water
£50

Energy
Water

£0
Classic
basin mixer

Concept
basin mixer

* Family based on household of four people using a single
basin fitting. Average water price: £1.77/m3. Average energy
price 7.23p per kWh. Assumes water is heated by natural
gas and basin mixer is installed without an aerator. Based
on industry average. Correct at time of going to press.

Special hoses from
nickel- and lead-free
materials.
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CONCEPT

CONCEPT Bath filler

CONCEPT Bath shower mixer with shower set

B9929AA
Two hole bath filler
£210.00

B9930AA
Two hole bath shower
mixer with shower set
£265.80

PRICES AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION

120
46

120

115

4

CONCEPT BLUE Basin mixer with pop-up waste

CONCEPT BLUE Basin mixer (no waste)

B9915AA
Single lever basin mixer
with pop-up waste
£126.00

B9918AA
Single lever basin mixer
no waste
£117.60

151
69

112

¾” male
180

112
Ø50

30 max

350
min

115

46

350
min

15mm compression

15mm compression

Supplied ﬁtted with a removable 8 litres per minute
eco ﬂow regulator in the handspray

CONCEPT Bath shower mixer with shower set
HIGH PRESSURE

BLUE

BLUE

Supplied ﬁtted with a 5 litres per minute eco ﬂow regulator

CONCEPT Basin mixer with tubular spout

CONCEPT Basin pillar taps

B9994 AA
Single lever basin mixer
with tubular spout no waste
£144.00

B9925AA
Basin pillar taps
£92.40

CONCEPT Exposed bath shower mixer

B9990AA
One hole bath shower
mixer with shower set
£265.80

Supplied ﬁtted with a removable 5 litres per minute eco ﬂow regulator

HIGH PRESSURE

165
68

120
Ø50

113

248
40
88
Ø50 30 max

Supplied ﬁtted with a removable 8 litres per minute
eco ﬂow regulator in the handspray

285

B9991AA
Single lever exposed
manual shower mixer
£156.00

½” male

Ø70

CONCEPT Bath pillar taps

CONCEPT Bidet mixer

B9928AA
Bath pillar taps
£112.20

B9988AA
Single lever bidet
mixer with pop-up
waste
£134.40

85
50

199
218

CONCEPT Exposed manual shower mixer

Supplied ﬁtted with 5 litres per minute eco ﬂow regulators

113

Ø70
½” male
105

15mm compression

125

121

½” male

330
min

Supplied ﬁtted with a 5 litres per minute eco ﬂow regulator

286
150±13

½” male

85
50

104

40

40 max
350
min

B9989AA
Exposed bath shower
mixer
£180.00

164

66

150±13
½” male

CONCEPT Kitchen mixer with tubular spout
121

152
73

CONCEPT Kitchen mixer with cast spout

30 max

Ø50
350
min

B9992AA
Single lever kitchen
mixer with cast spout
£162.00

184

170

155

15mm compression

296

200
Ø51

88
40 max
330
min

228
40 max

Supplied ﬁtted with a 5 litres per minute eco ﬂow regulator

B9993AA
Single lever kitchen
mixer with tubular spout
£162.00

193

143

¾” male

12

50

¾” male

151
69

Ø50

30 max

180

Ø56
330
min

15mm compression

15mm compression

Supplied ﬁtted with a 5 litres per minute eco ﬂow regulator

Supplied ﬁtted with a 5 litres per minute eco ﬂow regulator
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CERAMIX BLUE

A NEW
GENERATION
IN WATER
EFFICIENCY

DESIGN BY
Artefakt industriekultur the award-winning
internationally renowned German design
company was founded in 1989 by Thomas Fiegl
and Achim Pohl. Ceramix Blue reflects their
mission to create distinctive, everyday products
that balance form with function and integrate
beautifully into their surroundings.

Ceramix Blue basin mixer
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CERAMIX BLUE
With its intelligent design and precision
engineering, Ceramix Blue perfectly balances
your need to reduce water consumption with
safety and control. These innovative basin fittings
are specially engineered to use less water so
reducing your energy costs while the bath filler
and bath shower mixers include state-of-theart thermostatic controls ensuring your family
stays safe at all times. Plus, you have the added
promise of excellent flow rates, whatever your
water pressure.

Welcome to Ceramix Blue –
a revolution in bathroom
efficiency that brings real
savings to your home.

Safety first
Ceramix Blue’s bath filler and bath shower
mixers carry anti-scald thermostats that
are fully compliant with the latest Building
Regulations. A thermostatic valve mixes
hot and cold water to a preselected safe
temperature and maintains this temperature
throughout, regardless of what’s happening
in the rest of your home.
With its clever construction, our Cool Body
feature means the product surface never gets
too hot, a relief for all those little fingers in
your home. Not only that, all Ideal Standard
basin taps come with a temperature limit
stop, which can be preset, so even when the
tap is fully on, it never gets too hot.

1

1 Ceramix Blue handrinse basin mixer

Clever water flow to save you money
To help keep your energy costs down,
Ceramix Blue has a clever 5 litre per
minute flow regulator that means it
uses less water to reach your desired
temperature. It even leaves less water
in the tap after you turn it off too.
Easy fitting
To make fitting easy and convenient, we’ve
incorporated our patented TopFix feature
which means you can fix your basin and
bidet fittings with pop-up wastes from
above the units rather than below, where
there’s less space to manoeuvre.

2

2 Ceramix Blue thermostatic bath filler
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CERAMIX BLUE

PRICES AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION

CERAMIX BLUE Basin mixer

CERAMIX BLUE Handrinse basin mixer

A5648 AA
Single lever basin mixer
with pop-up waste
£143.64

A5652AA
Single lever hand
rinse basin mixer
with pop-up waste
£143.64

A5649 AA
Single lever basin mixer
– without waste
£136.44

153
73

135
25 max

Ø35

350

150 typical

51

117
25 max

Ø35

350

150 typical

Supplied fitted with a 5 litres per minute eco
flow regulator
15mm compression

15mm compression

CERAMIX BLUE Thermostatic bath filler

Supplied fitted with a 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

A5668 AA
Thermostatic one tap
hole, dual control bath
filler
£322.80

CERAMIX BLUE Bidet mixer
A5656 AA
Bidet mixer with
pop-up waste
£154.32

132

200

114

75

79

126

Ø70
35 max

Ø49

200

Ø15mm

132
57

133
25 max

Ø35

350

150 typical

CERAMIX BLUE Thermostatic bath shower mixer
15mm compression

A5667 AA
Thermostatic one tap
hole, dual control bath
shower mixer
£403.68

200

86

77
½”

75

114

141
Ø70
35 max

123

Ø49

200

CERAMIX BLUE Shower mixer
½”
male

B9493 AA
Single lever exposed
shower valve –
non-thermostatic
£160.60

Ø15mm

Ø70
49

½”
male
143

137-163

CERAMIX BLUE Sink mixer
CERAMIX BLUE Bath shower mixer
B9490 AA
Single lever exposed
bath shower mixer –
non-thermostatic
£208.04

HIGH PRESSURE

½”
male

B9976 AA
One hole sink mixer
£285.60

HIGH PRESSURE
261

194

168
237

Ø70
½”male
123
173

max 45
M33
x 1.5

Ø55.5
340

BLUE
15mm compression
137-163

Supplied ﬁtted with a 5 litres per minute
eco ﬂow regulator

B9976AA Ceramix Blue One Hole Sink Mixer

Ceramix Blue basin mixer
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CERAPLAN SL

DESIGN BY
Artefakt industriekultur, the award-winning
internationally renowned German design
company was founded in 1989 by Thomas Fiegl
and Achim Pohl. Ceramix Blue reflects their
mission to create distinctive, everyday products
that balance form with function and integrate
beautifully into their surroundings.

Ceraplan SL basin mixer

20
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CERAPLAN SL

Ceraplan SL mixers and fittings are
ideal choices if you’re concerned
about the environment or simply
want to save on water bills.
From the outside, these elegant,
highly economical mixers are
beautiful additions to your
bathroom; from the inside, they are
engineering perfection. The CLICK
cartridge in the single lever basin
and bidet fittings helps you to
save water and the temperature
control technology ensures safe
delivery of water.

Save water, save running costs
The Ideal Standard CLICK feature appears
across the full Ceraplan SL range and is
designed to encourage you to save water
by letting you know how much you’re using.
It’s easy to use; just lift the handle until
you feel a slight resistance which indicates
you’re getting 50% of the mixer’s maximum
flow; lift further to achieve the full flow.
There’s also a 5 litre per minute aerated
flow regulator so you can save even more
water and cut your energy costs too.

What’s more, Ceraplan’s multiport
cartridge inside our single lever
bath and shower fittings guarantee
high performance, even at UK
low pressures.

Safe flow
Our temperature limit stop is there to
ensure your youngest users stay protected
from hot water. This can be preset to suit
your family’s comfort and safety.

1

Single lever for greater control
Our ceramic disc cartridge offers you the
very best in temperature and flow control
so you can enjoy a longer-lasting, drip-free
tap that puts you in control.
Quality that lasts
All our Ceraplan SL fittings have a cast brass
body that complies with European standards.
Fast and easy installation
Because fitting underneath basins and
bidets can be fiddly and time-consuming,
we’ve developed our patented TopFix
installation that allows quick and easy
installation above units with pop-up wastes.

22

1 Ceraplan SL two tap hole dual
control bath shower mixer
2 Ceraplan SL one tap hole
bath shower mixer

2
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CERAPLAN SL

PRICES AND TECHNICAL
INFORMATION

CERAPLAN SL Basin mixer

CERAPLAN SL Basin taps

CERAPLAN SL Bidet mixer

B7886 AA
Single lever one
tap hole basin mixer
with pop-up waste
£99.07
B7887AA
Single lever one tap hole
basin mixer – without waste
£93.07

B7884 AA
Pair basin taps
£78.07

B7889 AA
Single lever one
tap hole bidet mixer
with pop-up waste
£112.58

125
42
117

120
43
127
350
max

108

22
80

50
½”

15mm compression

Supplied fitted with a 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

CERAPLAN SL Bath taps

CERAPLAN SL Bath filler

CERAPLAN SL Shower mixer

B7885 AA
Pair bath taps
£93.07

B7888 AA
Single lever one
tap hole bath filler
£211.66

B3699 AA
Single lever exposed
manual shower valve –
no shower set
£150.31

156
49

70
½” male
137 - 163

140
112

25

205
89

50
¾”

Ceraplan SL pillar taps

CERAPLAN SL Bath shower mixer

HIGH PRESSURE

B3697 AA
Single lever exposed
wall bath shower mixer
– without shower set
£148.20

70
½” male

118
163
137 - 163

CERAPLAN SL Bath shower mixer

CERAPLAN SL Bath shower mixer

B7892 AA
Dual control two
tap hole bath shower
mixer complete with
shower set
£246.92

B7890 AA
Single lever one
tap hole bath shower
mixer complete with
shower set
£246.92

122

31
104

53
¾”

180

156
49
94
140

153

205

15mm compression

CERAPLAN SL Bath filler
B7891 AA
Dual control two tap
hole bath filler
£211.66

80

31
104

53
¾”

180

153
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CONE

SLEEK,
MINIMALIST
AND HIGHLY
EFFICIENT

DESIGN BY
Domestic products all over the world bear
the stamp of Cone’s creator; Robin Levien RDI.
Robin is one of Ideal Standard’s most successful
partners and has worked with us to create
exemplary taps and mixers for over eight
years. The UK’s best-selling bathroom suite, the
Studio range, came from the creative mind of
Robin Levien.

Cone single lever basin mixer
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CONE

Created by one of the UK’s most gifted
designers, Robin Levien, Royal Designer for
Industry, Cone is a strictly modern range
of minimalist taps, mixers and accessories.

Cone features our innovative ceramic disc
technology for optimum temperature and
flow control. It also gives you the option
of a single lever bath filler that’s precision
engineered with our new, smaller
multiport cartridge for a slimmer, more
discreet profile. Its ingenious Idealfill
feature also guarantees a rapid bath fill –
23 litres of water per minute, faster than
any other system. Cone comes with
a co-ordinated range of ten bathroom
accessories. For further information and
a separate brochure call 0800 590311.

Single lever for greater control
Our ceramic disc technology allows
you the best control of both flow and
temperature with one simple movement.
Its precision engineering also means it’s
drip-free so there’s no wastage.
Convenient bath filling
With your comfort and convenience in
mind, we’ve created a new concept in bath
filling, Idealfill. This feature allows you to
choose where to position your fittings,
independently of the filler, on or around the
bath or on the wall with the water coming
from the combined filler and overflow.
Idealfill is a great choice for low pressure
systems; it delivers 23 litres of water per
minute, faster than any other system.
Safe flow
Our temperature limit stop is there to
ensure your children stay safe at all times.
These can be preset to suit your family’s
comfort levels.

Improved flow rates
Cone features an intuitive multiport
cartridge inside its single lever basin
and bath fitting which ensures you
get an improved flow rate, even at UK
low pressures. The bath filler is fitted
with a smaller multiport cartridge
which gives it a more discreet, slimline
mixer although one that boasts the
same rapid bath fill capability.
Save water, shrink energy bills
Cone’s basin fittings are pre-fitted with a
5 litre per minute aerated flow regulator
which means you’ll comply with watersaving legislation, and cut your energy
costs at the same time. Not only that,
our unique CLICK feature on the basin
and bidet fittings allows you to ‘feel’ the
difference between a 50% flow rate
and the mixer’s full flow. It’s a great way
to cut down on your water usage, not
to mention saving on energy bllls.

2

1 Cone bath filler
2 Cone Idealfill bath filler
1
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CONE

PRICES AND TECHNICAL
INFORMATION

CONE Basin mixer

CONE Bath filler

B5107 AA
Single lever one
tap hole basin mixer
with pop-up waste
£146.52

146
60
102

B5109 AA
Single lever one tap
hole bath filler
£289.96

CONE Idealfill bath filler
184
52
92

250 min

B9207 AA
Single lever one tap hole
basin mixer – without waste
£137.84

206

15mm compression

Ø15mm

A4021 AA
Idealfill operating
handles
£186.50

147

E6791 AA
Bath pop-up waste
and Idealfill assembly –
working components
£196.88

48
¾” male

Supplied fitted with a 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

Cone bath shower mixer

CONE Basin pillar taps

CONE Bath filler

B5105 AA
Pair basin pillar taps
£91.57

B5110 AA
Dual control two tap
hole bath filler
£228.91

52
115

114
35

¾"

84

50
½"

CONE Bath shower mixer
B5111 AA
Dual control two tap
hole bath shower mixer
complete with shower
set
£289.96

180

CONE Bidet mixer
B5108 AA
Single lever one
tap hole bidet mixer
with pop-up waste
£146.52

146
73
151
250 min

CONE Bath pillar taps
B5106 AA
Pair bath pillar taps
£109.90

52
115
¾"

180

15mm compression

1
35


50
¾"
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AWARD-WINNING DESIGN

“I love my job because I love
making products that people
will treasure for a long time.
I respect the people who
buy our products, and I try
to envision their needs when
I’m designing.
That’s what drives me.”

Achim Pohl
Artefakt, Germany

32
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At Ideal Standard, we’re driven by a love of
good design. We work with famous designers
such as Jasper Morrison, Franco Bertoli, David
Chipperfield and Robin Levien RDI to design
highly distinctive, everyday taps and mixers
that balance form and function and integrate
effortlessly into your bathroom.
To create the fresh and innovative products
that Ideal Standard is known for, our design
collaborators conduct research and talk to
consumers so they can understand how
products are used, day in, day out. This profound
understanding of people’s needs inspires them
to create highly practical, easy-to-use products
that are breathtaking in their ingenuity.
One of our most successful
creative partnerships is with
German design company,
Artefakt. Founded in 1989 by
Thomas Fiegl and Achim Pohl,
Artefakt’s designs are simple
and often understated yet they
have a natural sensuality that
makes each product highly
desirable and a pleasure to use.
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ACTIVE

REWARDING
FUNCTIONALITY
FOR DESIGN
LOVERS

DESIGN BY
Artefakt is a small team of highly focused and
imaginative German designers. Simplicity
and sensuality are trademarks of the Artefakt
studio, rewarding the team with international
recognition for its many product developments.

Active basin mixer
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ACTIVE
Created by award-winning design team,
Artefakt, Active is a true design icon. In fact,
in 2007, it was awarded the IF product design
award. The lever and spout’s flat, angled planes
combine with its smooth, cylindrical body to
create a highly unusual and beautiful tap and
mixer collection.

Active brings you a range of contemporary,
sensuous and superbly contoured fittings
that guarantee the best performance from
your basin, shower and bath.

As well as boasting sleek lines, Active is packed
full of smart engineering such as precise
temperature and water flow control and Cool
Body innovation for your family’s peace of mind.

Single lever for greater control
Our ceramic disc cartridge feature is
available across the full range, putting
you in total control of the level of
flow and temperature with one easyto-operate lever.
Save water, cut costs
The Ideal Standard CLICK feature on the
basin and bidet fittings is there to help you
save water. When you lift the handle, you
feel a click telling you you’re getting half
the mixer’s potential flow. For the full flow,
simply lift to the max. There’s also a 5 litre
per minute flow regulator enabling you to
save even more water.
Fast and easy installation
To ensure you can fit your basin and bidet
quickly and easily, we’ve included our
patented TopFix installation. This allows
quick and easy installation above your units
with pop-up wastes.

2

1 Active Basin mixer
2 Active Basin pillar taps

1
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ACTIVE

Protect your family
Our thermostatic bath and
shower fittings ensure no blasts
of freezing water or scalding
hot surprises – just a consistent
temperature for maximum
comfort. Plus, our temperature
limit stop is there to ensure your
youngest users stay protected
from hot water. All you have
to do is set your desired
water temperature.

1

1 Active bath shower mixer, single lever
2 Active thermostatic bath shower mixer

2
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ACTIVE

ACTIVE BLUE Basin Mixer (no waste)

ACTIVE BLUE Basin Mixer with Pop up Waste

B0246AA
Blue basin mixer
without waste
£136.44

B0245AA
Blue basin mixer with
pop-up waste
£143.64

145
70

102

145
70

102

BLUE

BLUE
Ø15mm

PRICES AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION

ACTIVE Bath filler

ACTIVE Bath Mixer Shower with Shower Set

B0247 AA
Two hole bath filler
£254.86

B0248AA
Two hole bath mixer
shower with shower set
£325.70

139

ACTIVE Basin mixer
B8062 AA
Single lever one
tap hole basin mixer
with pop-up waste
£127.46

ACTIVE Basin pillar taps

160
86

118

37

139

54

B8074 AA
Pair basin pillar taps
£84.96

Ø15mm

Supplied ﬁtted with a 5 litres per minute eco ﬂow regulator

Supplied ﬁtted with a 5 litres per minute eco ﬂow regulator

¾”

37

180

118

54
¾”

122

180

43
83

116

50
½”

B9209 AA
Single lever one tap
hole basin mixer –
without waste
£127.46

200

Ø10mm

ACTIVE Bath shower mixer

Supplied fitted with a 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

ACTIVE Bath pillar taps

B8078 AA
Single lever one tap
hole bath shower
mixer complete with
shower set
£325.70

ACTIVE Bidet mixer

B8076 AA
Pair bath pillar taps
£99.11

B8064 AA
Single lever one
tap hole bidet mixer
with pop-up waste
£141.59

129
45
82

50

160

160

135
205

88

Supplied ﬁtted with a removable 5 litres per minute eco ﬂow regulator
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ACTIVE Thermostatic bath shower mixer
HIGH PRESSURE

124

Ø15mm

¾”

15mm compression

A4054 AA
Dual control two tap
hole thermostatic bath
shower mixer complete
with shower set
£601.85

88
38
¾"
97
134

50

360

ACTIVE Bath filler

ACTIVE Thermostatic bath filler

B8077 AA
Single lever one
tap hole bath filler
£254.86

A4053 AA
Dual control two tap
hole thermostatic
bath filler
£453.13

160
66
120

HIGH PRESSURE

360

180

180
88

38
205

50

134
¾"

Ø15mm
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ATTITUDE

AESTHETICS
MEET PRECISION
PERFORMANCE

DESIGN BY
Artefakt is a small team of highly focused and
imaginative German designers. Simplicity
and sensuality are trademarks of the Artefakt
studio, rewarding the team with international
recognition for its many product developments.

Attitude basin mixer

44
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ATTITUDE

Attitude is the ultimate fitting for the modernist.
Its clean, minimalist lines combine with state-ofthe-art functionality to bring you a highly
superior product in looks and performance.
Created by European design team Artefakt,
to enhance safety and maximise water saving
in your home, Attitude has a range of innovative
features including our clever Cool Body
technology and a choice of outlets from
simple stream to waterfall for an indulgent
spa experience.

Easy temperature control
Attitude’s ceramic disc cartridges in the
smooth, contoured handle allow you easy
control of water flow and temperature.
That means you can reduce wastage and
enjoy increased efficiency.

2

Your choice of basin mixer
Attitude’s basin mixers are available with
a choice of outlets, classic or waterfall.
The waterfall outlet requires a 1.5 bar
pressure so if yours is a low pressure
installation, our classic outlet is preferable.
This should be fitted with a flow
straightener. The classic version is also
supplied with a flow regulator to limit
the flow to 5 litres per minute, enabling
you to save water.

Save water, cut costs
CLICK technology on Attitude’s Classic
basin and bidet fittings means you can save
water and do your bit for the planet
and your purse. Simply lift the handle
and you feel a click. This tells you
you’re using 50% of the water flow;
lift it further and you will achieve
maximum flow.

3

1 Attitude vessel basin mixer
2 Classic outlet
1
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3 Waterfall outlet
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ATTITUDE
Enjoy the best flow rates
Our multiport ceramic disc cartridge
inside our single lever basin and bath filler
means you’re guaranteed the best flow
rate, even at UK low pressures. The
multiport cartridge on the bath mixer is
an important design consideration if you
want matching fittings that perform to
the same exacting standards.

Safety for your family
You can protect your children from
scalding with our temperature limit stop.
Attitude fittings allow you to set your
desired level of heat from preset
temperature positions. Not only that,
our Cool Body feature on all fittings
in the range means young fingers stay
safe at all times.

2

1 Attitude thermostatic bath shower mixer
2 Attitude bath filler

1
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ATTITUDE

PRICES AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION

ATTITUDE Basin mixer – classic outlet
A4592 AA
Single lever one tap
hole standard basin
mixer with classic outlet
and pop-up waste
£149.77

ATTITUDE Basin mixer – waterfall outlet
HIGH PRESSURE

149

104
300

A5535 AA
Single lever one tap
hole standard basin
mixer with classic outlet
– without waste
£140.12

A4597 AA
Single lever one tap
hole standard basin
mixer with waterfall
outlet and pop-up
waste
£149.77

149

159

116
205

350

ATTITUDE Thermostatic bath shower mixer

309

120

A4756 AA
Single lever one tap
hole tall basin mixer
with waterfall outlet –
without waste
£299.52

A4616 AA
Two tap hole
thermostatic bath
shower mixer complete
with shower set
£541.66

309

116

120

Supplied fitted with a removable 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

163

133

ATTITUDE Tall basin mixer – waterfall outlet

116

50

A4609 AA
Single lever one tap
hole bath filler
£307.81

ATTITUDE Thermostatic built-in bath shower mixer
95

364

128
173

A5603 AA
Three-control two-outlet
bath shower mixer with
faceplate and handles
£639.01

300

75
100

100

80

53

100

A5604 AA
Three-control three-outlet bath shower
mixer with faceplate and handles
£671.62

HIGH PRESSURE

A4755 AA
Single lever one tap
hole tall basin mixer
with classic outlet –
without waste
£299.52

Supplied fitted with a 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

A4617 AA
Single lever one tap
hole bidet mixer with
pop-up waste
£183.98

300

Supplied fitted with a removable 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

ATTITUDE Tall basin mixer – classic outlet

ATTITUDE Bath filler

117

A5536 AA
Single lever one tap
hole standard basin
mixer with waterfall
outlet – without waste
£138.50

Supplied fitted with a 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

ATTITUDE Bidet mixer

ATTITUDE Thermostatic shower mixer
A4613 AA
Faceplate and handles for
use with A3969 NU
TT shower valve
£199.68
A3969 NU
TT built-in thermostatic shower
mixer – no faceplate or handles
£211.75

174

100

212

166
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SILVER

STUNNING
GEOMETRIC
DESIGNS

DESIGN BY
David Chipperfield is one of the world’s most
feted architects. Renowned for his sculptural
buildings, David’s skill and eclectic eye have
seen him designing everything from taps and
mixers to furniture and urban spaces. In 2007,
he won the RIBA Stirling prize for architecture.

Silver single lever basin mixer
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53

Designed by one of the world’s leading
architects, David Chipperfield, Silver is a simple
yet highly sculptural range of mixers for bath,
basin and kitchen.

SILVER

Perfect if you’re looking to create a modernist
feel in your home, Silver has been designed to
complement the White range but can also be
used to enhance other ranges. It features some
of our most exciting innovations and gives you
the choice of a single lever or dual control
mixer taps.

Putting you in control
Our multiport ceramic disc technology
enables you to control your basin
mixers’ temperature and water flow
with impeccable precision, even if yours
is a low pressure system.
Protecting your children
To stop young children burning their fingers,
we’ve developed a temperature limit stop
on our basin and bidet fittings.You can choose
between several preset temperature
settings which are easy to change,
whenever you need to.
One CLICK and you’re saving water
Our ingenious CLICK technology on
Silver’s single lever basin and bidet fittings
encourages you to save water. When you lift
the handle you feel a slight resistance which
tells you you’ve reached the 50% flow point.
For full capacity, simply lift the lever fully.
There’s also a 5 litre per minute aerated
flow regulator so you can save even more
water and cut your energy costs too.

1
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Rapid bath fill
Running a bath can be time consuming
but not with Silver’s Idealfill feature.You can
choose where to position your fittings on
the rim of the bath, independent of the filler,
so, no more reaching around the shower
screen to turn the tap on.The water comes
from the combined filler and overflow.
Idealfill is perfect for low pressure systems
as it delivers 23 litres of water per minute,
faster than any other system.

2

1 Silver wall mounted basin mixer
2 Silver two tap hole bath filler
3 Silver dual control basin mixer

3
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SILVER
PRICES AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION
SILVER Basin mixer

SILVER Basin mixer

SILVER Bidet mixer

SILVER Thermostatic shower mixer

E0067 AA
Single lever one tap hole
standard basin mixer
with pop-up waste
£294.23
E0068 AA
Single lever one tap hole
standard basin mixer without waste
£285.54

E0065 AA
Dual control one tap hole
standard basin mixer
with pop-up waste
£290.76
E0066 AA
Dual control one tap hole standard
basin mixer – without waste
£285.54

E0074 AA
Single lever one
tap hole bidet mixer
with pop-up waste
£299.84

A3642 AA
Faceplate and handles
for use with A3969 NU
Trevi TT shower mixer
£242.53

245
140
85
150

245
140
85
140

Supplied fitted with a 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

SILVER Tall basin mixer

SILVER Bath filler

SILVER Bidet mixer

E0069 AA
Single lever one tap
hole vessel basin mixer
– without waste
£346.15

E0072 AA
Dual control two tap
hole bath filler
£354.80

E0073 AA
Dual control one tap
hole bidet mixer
with pop-up waste
£299.84

265

130

25
150

85

85

124

Supplied fitted with a 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

370

150
81

55

210
180

85

Supplied fitted with a 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

SILVER Basin mixer
E0063 AA
Dual control wall basin
mixer with 15cm spout
£363.43

Ø58
150
200

E0071 AA
Dual control wall
bath filler
£508.80

Ø58
180
200

E0064 AA
Dual control wall
basin mixer with
23cm spout
£381.60

SILVER Basin mixer
E0061 AA
Dual control three
tap hole basin mixer
with pop-up waste
£363.43
E0062 AA
Dual control three tap hole
basin mixer – without waste
£354.38
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A5600 AA
Silver three-control,
three-outlet bath shower
mixer with faceplate and
three-way diverter to
bath, shower handspray
or fixed overhead
£671.62

E6791 AA
Bath pop-up waste
and Idealfill assembly –
working components
£196.88
A3998 AA
Idealfill operating
handles
£248.70

SILVER Thermostatic built-in bath shower mixer
77
58

300
MIX

SILVER Idealfill bath filler

SILVER Bath filler

212

A5599 AA
Silver three-control, two-outlet
bath shower mixer with faceplate
and handles with two-way
diverter to bath or shower
£639.01

111
150

100

170

A3969 NU
TT built-in thermostatic
shower valve – without
faceplate or handles
£211.75

145
74

175

100
HOT

100

COLD

100

56

149

SILVER Bath filler
245
145
52
150

200

90

E0070 AA
Dual control three tap
hole bath filler
£449.98

185
80

52

150

100

180 min
centres
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MELANGE

ADVANCED
ENGINEERING
MAKES A TIMELESS
STATEMENT

DESIGN BY
Artefakt is a small team of highly focused and
imaginative German designers. Simplicity
and sensuality are trademarks of the Artefakt
studio, rewarding the team with international
recognition for its many product developments.

Melange basin mixer
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MELANGE
Simple and beautifully understated, Melange
is a timeless range of fittings that will blend
effortlessly into any bathroom. Its simplicity
belies the depth of advanced functionality that
runs throughout this range. From advanced
flow rates to retractable shower set and
CLICK technology for water saving, Melange
offers your home high performance, comfort
and safety.
Designed by one of Europe’s leading creative
consultancies, Artefakt, Melange’s sensual,
contemporary lines are hugely tactile and
will harmonise perfectly with almost any
bathroom style.

For your ease and comfort
Melange features Ideal Standard’s pioneering
multiport ceramic disc cartridge technology
which means you can control both flow
and temperature from a single, easy-tohandle lever.
Safety first
Our temperature limit stop is designed to
keep your family safe by letting you decide
the right temperature for you. Even when
the lever is fully open, it remains safe to use.

2

1 Melange wall mounted basin mixer
2 Melange tall basin mixer
1
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Easy fitting
To make fitting easy and convenient, we’ve
incorporated our patented TopFix feature
which means you can fix your basin and
bidet fittings with pop-up wastes from
above the units rather than below where
there’s less space to manoeuvre.

Saving you water
Melange’s CLICK technology helps you to
reduce the amount of water you use by
letting you ‘feel’ with a click when the tap
is delivering half of its flow potential. It also
features a 5 litre per minute aerated flow
regulator so you can save even more water.
Safe, comfortable bathing
Our dual control thermostatic bath fitting
ensures your bath water temperature is
maintained for maximum comfort.
Meanwhile, our Cool Body innovation
means the fitting is safe to the touch,
particularly important when your children
are using the bath.
And in the shower too, the dual controls
feature a temperature handle with built-in
safety stop at 40˚C and a flow-control
handle with ceramic disc technology
for a smooth turning action. Plus, the
thermostatic temperature control means
no cold or hot shocks, regardless of what’s
going on in the rest of your home.
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MELANGE

1

At your convenience
The four tap hole bath shower mixer mounted on the
bath rim has a generous spout with integrated diverter
to a retractable hose with handspray. Separate hot and
cold handles work even at the lowest water pressures.
The bath fill has a self-cancelling diverter beneath the
spout so you can easily change the flow from bath to
hand shower.

1 Melange four tap hole bath shower mixer

2

2 Melange bath shower mixer
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MELANGE

PRICES AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION
MELANGE Basin mixer

MELANGE Tall basin mixer

MELANGE Bath shower mixer

MELANGE Thermostatic bath shower mixer

A4261 AA
Single lever one tap hole
standard basin mixer with
pop-up waste
£253.88
A5399 AA
Single lever one tap hole
standard basin mixer – without waste
£242.48

A4267 AA
Single lever one tap
hole tall basin mixer –
without waste
£340.40

A4335 AA
Dual control four tap
hole bath shower
mixer complete with
retractable hand shower
£521.00

A4284 AA
Two tap hole
thermostaic bath
shower mixer complete
with shower set
£601.85

145

118

311

125

282

127

100
230

290

122
73

137
364

172

300
137

Supplied fitted with a 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

180

Supplied fitted with a 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator
450 max

MELANGE Basin mixer

MELANGE Basin mixer

A4263 AA
Single lever built-in wall
mounted basin mixer –
no waste
£299.57

A4289 AA
Dual control three tap
hole basin mixer with
pop-up waste
£490.18

202
233

500 max
123

94
135

265

85

225

Supplied fitted with a 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

Supplied fitted with a 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

MELANGE Bidet mixer

MELANGE Bath filler

A4268 AA
Single lever one
tap hole bidet mixer
with pop-up waste
£264.31

A4277 AA
Single lever one
tap hole bath filler
£365.16

123

92
113

MELANGE Thermostatic bath filler

A4278 AA
Single lever one tap
hole bath shower
mixer complete with
retractable hand shower
£469.48

A4283 AA
Two tap hole thermostaic
bath filler
£453.13

120

85
145

102

73
137
364

205

180

112

97
140

389
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MELANGE Bath shower mixer

214

65

BRILLIANT PERFORMANCE

“Our bathroom is the busiest
room in the house but our taps
have never let us down.”

Sarah Johnson
Trowbridge, UK

66

67

Driven by you and what you tell us you want,
we’re constantly searching for new technology
to improve our products, inside and out.
We understand that you need taps and
mixers that give a reliably great performance,
wherever you live and whatever your water
pressure. Our name is synonymous with many
tap manufacturing firsts. Take our ceramic
disc technology; it provides your home with
easy flow and reliable temperature control.
Meanwhile, our single lever operation gives
you smooth, temperature-controlled water
even at high pressure. And, perfect for little
hands, our Cool Body technology ensures all
our fittings stay safe to touch. Not only that,
our 5 litre per minute aerated flow regulator
that’s fitted as standard on many of our basin
mixers, allows you to save water and money.
All these features combine to give you the
performance of a lifetime.

1

100%

50%
0%

click

1 Easy operation – lay back in the bath and
relax. And if you need to add a little extra
hot water, the smooth single lever operation
makes it so easy as featured on the Attitude
bath filler

Save water –
save money

2 CLICK feature illustrated here on an Active
basin mixer

£250

3 Ceramix Blue basin mixer

£200

Energy

£150

up to
£174
saving
a year*

£100
Water
£50

Energy
Water

£0
Classic
basin mixer

2
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Ceramix Blue
basin mixer

* Family based on household of four people using a single
basin fitting. Average water price: £1.77/m3. Average energy
price 7.23p per kWh. Assumes water is heated by natural
gas and basin mixer is installed without an aerator. Based
on industry average. Correct at time of going to press.

3
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JASPER MORRISON

MODERN YET TIMELESS:

A DESIGN ICON

DESIGN BY
Jasper Morrison is well known all the world
over for his elegant and witty designs. Like
many industrial designers, his understanding
of functionality coupled with a rare aesthetic
intuition means he’s commissioned to design
everything from a tray table to a tram system.

Jasper Morrison Basin Mixer
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This contemporary range comes from the
creative imagination of one of the UK’s top
designers, Jasper Morrison. Ultra cool and
featuring the uniquely styled teardrop handle
on the basin, bath mixers and showers, this
range is both practical and highly visual.

JASPER MORRISON

Jasper Morrison mixers are part of a collection
that includes washbasins, furniture and baths.

Precision control on
temperature and flow
Our multiport ceramic disc technology
gives you the best and most reliable way
of controlling water flow and temperature
control. The single lever is highly sensitive
on both high and low pressure systems.
The right temperature for you
and your family
Our intelligent temperature limit stop on
our basin and bidet fittings allows you to
choose between preset temperature
settings so, even when the tap is on full,
there’s no chance of scalding.
1 Jasper Morrison vessel basin mixer
2 Jasper Morrison basin mixer
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the handle you will feel a slight resistance
that tells you you’ve reached the 50%
flow point. For full capacity, simply lift the
lever fully. There’s also a 5 litre per minute
aerated flow regulator feature that means
you can reduce water usage even more.
Special effects
Jasper Morrison’s oval spout features
a specially designed aerator to deliver
a water flow that is reminicent of a natural
waterfall. Simple, clever design that
improves your daily experience.

Save water, save money
With our clever CLICK technology on
single lever basin and bidet fittings you
have the chance to save water and cut
down on your bills too. When you lift
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JASPER MORRISON

PRICES AND
TECHNICAL INFORMATION

JASPER MORRISON Basin mixer

JASPER MORRISON Bath filler

JASPER MORRISON Fixed overhead shower kit

E6396 AA
Single lever one
tap hole basin mixer
with pop-up waste
£166.40

E6415 AA
Single lever one tap
hole bath filler
£307.81

E6425 AA
BIR three function
overhead shower kit
£133.12

136
52

147

300
Ø60
118

48
105

E6397 AA
Single lever one tap hole
basin mixer – without waste
£166.40

123

Ø120

350
210

Supplied fitted with a removable 12 litres per minute eco flow regulator
Supplied fitted with a removable 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

JASPER MORRISON Flexible slide bar shower kit
JASPER MORRISON Vessel basin mixer
E6423 AA
Single lever one tap
hole vessel basin mixer
– without waste)
£332.78

JASPER MORRISON Shower valve
236
152
105

350

E6410 AA
Faceplate and
handles for use
with A3969 NU
TT shower valve
£199.69
A3969 NU
TT built-in
thermostatic
shower valve
– no faceplate
or handles
£211.75

Supplied fitted with a removable 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

JASPER MORRISON Bidet mixer
E6405 AA
Single lever one
tap hole bidet mixer
with pop-up waste
£183.98

E6426 AA
Three function
shower kit
£249.59

75 127

65

max
650

875

228

165

175

100

133.4
59
92
350

Supplied fitted with a removable 12 litres per minute eco flow regulator

Jasper Morrison thermostatic built-in
TT shower mixer and shower kit
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MOMENTS

ULTRA
MODERN
WITH MORE
THAN A
HINT OF
LUXURY

DESIGN BY
Artefakt is a small team of highly focused and
imaginative German designers. Simplicity
and sensuality are trademarks of the Artefakt
studio, rewarding the team with international
recognition for its many product developments.

Moments basin mixer
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MOMENTS

Moments is an award-winning range of mixers
and taps, the result of our collaboration with
German design team, Artefakt. Part of a
collection that includes washbasins, furniture and
baths, the range, with its gentle curved profile
exudes luxury.

Putting you in control
Our ceramic disc cartridges in the
streamlined handle allow you easy control
of water flow and temperature and with
no drips, you can reduce wastage.
Safety for your family
To keep your family safe at all times,
Moments’ fittings allow you to set your
desired level of heat from several preset
temperature positions. Plus, our Cool Body
feature on all fittings in the range makes
them safe to touch at all times.
Enjoy the best flow rates
Our multiport ceramic disc cartridge inside
our single lever basin and bath filler means
you’re guaranteed the best flow rate, at
high or even low pressures. And our
multiport cartridge on the bath means you
can have a one tap hole bath filler to
match your basin mixer, an important
feature for many design lovers.

1

1 Moments handrinse mixer

2

2 Moments bath filler
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MOMENTS

1

Unique design feature
Artefakt’s novel wall mounted bath shower
mixer, which won the Red Dot Design
Award in 2005, features a swivel spout
that diverts the water from bath fill to
shower mode. Please note, this mixer
works on high pressure installations only.

Controlled bathing for your comfort
Moments also gives you maximum
temperature and flow control in the
bath with its Exolfil combined bath
filler waste and overflow option with
remote mixer value. Please note,
this mixer works on high pressure
installations only.

1 Moments bath shower mixer, wall mounted

2

2 Moments bath filler, four tap holes
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MOMENTS
PRICES AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION
MOMENTS Basin mixer

MOMENTS Handrinse basin mixer

A3903 AA
Single lever one tap hole
standard basin mixer with
pop-up waste
£304.00

A3906 AA
Single lever one tap hole
handrinse basin mixer
with pop-up waste
£304.00

150
120
352

A5565 AA
Single lever one tap hole standard
basin mixer – without waste
£287.56

MOMENTS Bidet mixer

150
88

130

210

A3918 AA
Faceplate and handles for use
with Trevi TT built-in shower mixer 220
£239.99

204

183

A3910 AA
Single lever exposed
manual shower valve
– without shower kit
£319.98

91
272

128

132

130

210

140

206

MOMENTS Bath shower mixer

MOMENTS Control valve and three-way diverter

A3920 AA
Dual control four tap hole bath shower mixer
complete with diverter and shower kit – no spout
£719.96

A4018 AA
Built-in control valve –
chrome handles
£55.99

K7812 AA
Multiplex Trio bath waste
and Exofil overflow –
working components
£208.01

A4019 AA
Built-in three-way
diverter – chrome
handles
£48.00

351

A3922 AA
Multiplex Trio bath waste
and Exofil overflow – operating
handle and plug cover
£96.00

70
103

70

80
103

MOMENTS Thermostatic shower column HIGH PRESSURE
K6190 AA
Shower column
£1,545.80

MOMENTS Thermostatic built-in shower mixer
A5597 AA
Three-control, twooutlet bath shower
mixer with faceplate,
handles and two-way
diverter to bath or
shower
£639.01

180

170

91

294

A3921 AA
Single lever one
tap hole bath filler
£383.98

A3912 AA
Single lever
built-in manual
shower valve –
without shower
kit
£271.98

MOMENTS Thermostatic shower mixer
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352

A3914 AA
Single lever exposed
wall bath shower mixer
– without shower kit
£351.98

MOMENTS Shower mixer

HIGH PRESSURE

A5566 AA
Single lever one tap hole handrinse
basin mixer – without waste
£287.56

MOMENTS Shower valve

HIGH PRESSURE

140

A3969 NU
TT built-in
thermostatic
shower valve –
without faceplate
or handles
£211.75

92

352

MOMENTS Bath shower mixer
A3916 AA
Single lever built-in
wall bath shower
mixer – no spout
or shower kit
£415.97

150

MOMENTS Bath filler

HIGH PRESSURE

A3909 AA
Single lever one
tap hole bidet mixer
with pop-up waste
£383.98

MOMENTS Bath shower mixer

A5598 AA
Three-control, threeoutlet bath shower
mixer with faceplate,
handles and three-way
diverter to bath
£671.62

92
Ø54
185

2000

300
MIX

100
HOT

COLD

913

100

100
256
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SIMPLYU

ULTRA
MODERN,
ULTRA
COOL
DESIGN BY
Artefakt is a small team of highly focused and
imaginative German designers. Simplicity
and sensuality are trademarks of the Artefakt
studio, rewarding the team with international
recognition for its many product developments.

SimplyU single lever basin mixer
with oval escutcheon
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SIMPLYU
For the pure at heart, SimplyU ticks all the
right boxes. This diverse range of wall or deck
mounted basin mixers, designed by our creative
partners, Artefakt, is the latest in cutting-edge
design, ideal if you want to create a modernist
theme in your home.
Part of the SimplyU collection that includes
Natural and Dynamic washbasins with wall
mounted furniture units, this bold collection
is the style of things to come.

Optimum flow and temperature
Our pioneering ceramic disc technology
is built into the SimplyU range ensuring
you get the best and most reliable
flow and control over temperature
in a single movement.
Wall or deck mounted?
You can choose from wall or deck mounted,
oval or rectangular spouts, round, oval or
square escutcheons. There are ten different
fittings to suit your taste in shape.

1

1 SimplyU cylindrical spout basin mixer
2 SimplyU rectangular spout basin mixer

Please note, the deck mounted basin mixers are
suitable for high pressure installations only.
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SIMPLYU

PRICES AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION
SIMPLYU Basin mixer
A4484 AA
Single lever two
tap hole basin mixer
with cylindrical
spout, pop-up
waste and two
round escutcheons
£331.64

SIMPLYU Basin mixer

156

Protecting your family
Our temperature limit stop on our wall
mounted basin mixer is designed to ensure
the water only ever reaches the temperature
you’ve preset, even when it’s on full. You
can choose between various temperature
settings for your family’s comfort and safety.
The wall mounted basin mixers use our
innovative multiport cartridge, guaranteeing
you improved flow rates and ease of use.

A4477 AA
Single lever two
tap hole basin
mixer with
rectangular spout,
pop-up waste and
two round escutcheons
£331.64

SIMPLYU Basin mixer

HIGH PRESSURE

156
95

90

150

165

156
90

95

150

165

161

HIGH PRESSURE

161

115

HIGH PRESSURE

A4478 AA
Single lever two
tap hole basin
mixer with rectangular
spout, pop-up waste
and one oval escutcheon
£359.96

SIMPLYU Basin mixer

A4490 AA
72
Single lever wall mounted basin
mixer with cylindrical spout and one
rectangular escutcheon – without waste
£388.32

A4483 AA
72
Single lever wall mounted basin
mixer with rectangular spout and one
rectangular escutcheon – without waste
£388.32

218

115

161

136
90

153.5

165

187
223

A4491 NU
Built-in pre-installation kit for
wall mounted basin mixers
£34.22

SIMPLYU Basin mixer

187

153.5

165

A4482 AA
72
Single lever wall mounted basin
mixer with rectangular spout and
one oval escutcheon – without waste
£388.32

A4491 NU
Built-in pre-installation kit for
wall mounted basin mixers
£34.22

136
90

A4489 AA
72
Single lever wall mounted basin
mixer with cylindrical spout and
one oval escutcheon – without waste
£388.32

218

153.5

165

SIMPLYU Basin mixer

187

136
90

A4479 AA
Single lever two tap
hole basin mixer with
rectangular spout,
pop-up waste and one
rectangular escutcheon
£359.96

SIMPLYU Basin mixer

HIGH PRESSURE

HIGH PRESSURE

SIMPLYU Basin mixer

A4491 NU
Built-in pre-installation kit
for wall mounted basin mixers
£34.22

88

150

165

A4485 AA
Single lever two
tap hole basin mixer
with cylindrical
spout, pop-up waste
and one oval escutcheon
£359.96

SimplyU wall mounted basin mixer

95

90

A4486 AA
Single lever two
tap hole basin
mixer with cylindrical
spout, pop-up waste and
one rectangular escutcheon
£359.96

SIMPLYU Basin mixer

SIMPLYU Basin mixer

HIGH PRESSURE

A4491 NU
Built-in pre-installation kit
for wall mounted basin mixers
£34.22

115

187
223

115
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ALFIERE

THE BEAUTY OF
MINIMALISM

DESIGN BY
Matteo Baroni and Fabio Valeriani are
internationally renowned architects who have
a distinctly modern aesthetic. Their brand
style is clean and rational and has been applied
to everything from ultra modern product
design such as this range to a building in the
Vatican City state.

Alfiere basin mixer

90

91

ALFIERE
With Alfiere, less is more. This inspired collection
of futuristic chrome mixers and showers comes
from the creative studio of Italian duo Matteo
Baroni and Fabio Valeriani. They’ve brought their
signature style of clean, practical lines into sharp
focus for this ultra modern collection.
The inclusion of a moveable spout at the side
of the barrel rather than the traditional, front
positioned spout gives Alfiere a very distinct
profile, perfect if you’re creating a streamlined
look for your bathroom.

Optimum flow and temperature
To give you the best and most reliable flow
and temperature in one single action, all
Alfiere fittings come with our advanced
ceramic disc technology.
Unique positioning options
Alfiere comes with a unique moveable
spout that can be adjusted, allowing you
to change the direction of the water flow.

1

92

Please note, Alfiere is only suitable for
high pressure installations.

2

1 Alfiere tall basin mixer
2 Alfiere basin mixer

93

ALFIERE

2

1 Alfiere shower hose, handspray and rail
2 Alfiere bath shower mixer

PRICES AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION

ALFIERE Basin/bidet mixer

ALFIERE Tall basin mixer

HIGH PRESSURE

N9786 AA
One tap hole
basin/bidet mixer with
pop-up waste
£257.62

45
185

HIGH PRESSURE

N9798 AA
One tap hole tall
basin mixer
£272.80

185
350

350
450

Supplied fitted with a 7.6 litres per minute eco flow regulator

ALFIERE Exposed bath shower mixer
N9812 AA
Exposed bath shower
mixer – without
shower set
£303.10

Supplied fitted with a 7.6 litres per minute eco flow regulator

HIGH PRESSURE

ALFIERE Shower kit
A4942 AA
Single function
shower kit
£227.32

335
70

A4943 AA
Shower hose
and hand spray only
£153.46

1020

F1091 AA
Wall connection elbow
£141.96

1
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BUILT TO LAST

“We have the absolute
conviction that our process
is a benchmark for the industry
as a whole. All our products
are produced to the highest
standards and norms to
ensure some of the best quality
products on the market.”

Jürgen Pohl
Plant manager, Wittlich, Germany

96

97

Ideal Standard taps and mixers are always an assurance
of quality. Made in Germany, the home of engineering
excellence, each and every product is constructed
from the best materials to be robust and hard-wearing.
And because we believe in better, every tap and mixer is
made to exceed both British and European standards.

3

All our products undergo exhaustive testing before
they leave the factory. Everything from water pressure
and temperature to noise levels are tested and retested.
This is how we can guarantee you will enjoy faultless
function and reliability.

1 Block brass quality inspection
2 Brass polish test
3 Brass hand casting
4 Cast piece
5 Inspection of cast piece
6 Laser alignment for separation robot
7 Pieces on tombstone, CNC processing

At Ideal Standard, we have a firm eye on the future.
Our highly experienced engineers are working with
a number of German universities to educate and pass
their skills on to the next generation of engineering
talent. That’s how we’re paving the way for continued
innovation in tap and mixer technology.

8 Inspection after mechanical processing
9 Polish inspection and assembling
10 Galvanic bath
11 Test bench
12 Chrome inspection

4

7

8

1

9

2
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5

6

10

11

12
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ACADEMY

INSPIRED BY
ARCHITECTURE,
STYLED TO
PERFECTION

DESIGN BY
UK-based design team Seymour Powell has
been at the forefront of innovation in industrial
design for many years. They’ve transformed
the look and performance of a range of
everyday products from irons to stairlifts.

Academy basin mixer

100

101

ACADEMY

Its stunning geometric appearance and tactile
lines make Academy a design winner. This
distinctive, architectural tap and mixer, created
by one of the UK’s most renowned design
teams, Seymour Powell, features a curved cone
handle that integrates beautifully into the main
body of the tap.
Academy is truly an outstanding product
that’s guaranteed to become a talking point
in your bathroom.

No drips and controlled flow
and temperature
Academy’s ceramic disc technology
coupled with its quarter turn ‘thumb action’
handles make it easy to use, giving you
precision control of both flow and
temperature. With Academy, there are no
more drips, just pure efficient performance.
Easy fitting
To make fitting easy and convenient, we’ve
incorporated our patented TopFix feature
which means you can fix your basin and
bidet fittings with pop-up wastes from
above the units rather than below where
there’s less space to manoeuvre.

1

1 Academy two tap hole bath filler

2

2 Academy one tap hole bath filler

102

103

ACADEMY
PRICES AND TECHNICAL
INFORMATION
ACADEMY Basin mixer
E0106 AA
Dual control one tap
hole basin mixer
with pop-up waste
£233.36

100

70
105

330

Ø10mm

ACADEMY Bath fiiler
E0126 AA
Dual control one tap
hole bath filler
£339.24

120
80
150
210

Ø15mm

ACADEMY Bath fiiler
E0136 AA
Dual control two tap
hole bath filler
£339.24

110

75
125

50

180

Academy two tap hole bath shower mixer

ACADEMY Bath shower mixer
E0156 AA
Dual control two tap
hole bath shower mixer
complete with shower
set
£432.53

110

75
125

50

180
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105

ALTO

LONG-LASTING
STYLE THAT SAVES
YOU WATER

Alto basin mixer

106

107

ALTO
Reliable and extremely affordable, Alto delivers
accurate water temperature and flow and,
to make your life really easy, Alto’s Ecotherm
shower has a fast-fix bracket for efficient
installation. Combined with built-in safety
controls and Cool Body technology, Alto
makes a great choice for your family’s home.

Control water flow and temperature
Our ceramic disc technology, available
across the Alto range, enables you to
control temperature and water flow,
without drips.
Top protection
To keep your family safe at all times, we’ve
incorporated a temperature limit stop
on our basin and bidet fittings. You can
choose between several settings, safe in
the knowledge that even when the tap is
fully on, the water will never be too hot.
1

means they never get too hot to touch
– crucial when you’ve got small children.
Save water and money
As a further water-saving strategy, our basin
mixers are pre-fitted with a 5 litre
per minute aerated flow regulator that
complies with water-saving legislation
and helps you reduce water usage.
Our single lever models also feature the
ultra smart CLICK feature for greater
water control.

Alto’s shower fittings also feature our
innovative Cool Body technology that

1 Alto dual control basin mixer
2 Alto basin pillar taps
3 Alto two tap hole dual control bath filler

Please note, the single lever basin mixer is
suitable for high pressure installations only.

108

2

3
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ALTO ECOTHERM

1

1 Alto Ecotherm rim-mounted bath shower mixer

Alto’s Ecotherm shower is a wall mounted
shower value and bath shower mixer that
features a uniquely clever fixing bracket for
a robust and efficient installation.

2 Alto Ecotherm wall-mounted bath shower mixer

2

110

111

ALTO ECOTHERM

ALTO
PRICES AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION
ALTO Basin mixer

ALTO Basin mixer

HIGH PRESSURE

B8529 AA*
Single lever one tap
hole basin mixer with
pop-up waste
£92.81

111
42
105
350
min

B9240 AA*
Single lever one tap
hole basin mixer – no
waste
£86.64

ALTO ECOTHERM Thermostatic shower mixer

B9673 AA
Dual control one tap
hole basin mixer
with pop-up waste
£88.33

100
46
111

290
min

B9977 AA
Single lever basin mixer with
pop up waste (low pressure)
£92.81
* Supplied fitted with a 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

Supplied fitted with a 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

ALTO Basin pillar taps

ALTO Bath pillar taps

B9676 AA
Pair basin taps
£29.90

B9677 AA
Pair bath taps
£34.75

75
26
75

50

85

50

180

¾"

106

15mm
compression

34

123

ALTO ECOTHERM Thermostatic bath shower mixer

HIGH PRESSURE

A5634 AA
Bath shower mixer
with new body and
fast-fix wall bracket
£273.86
185.4

Supplied fitted with a
removable 8 litres per minute
eco flow regulator

B9675 AA
Dual control two tap
hole bath shower mixer
complete with shower
set
£160.06
¾"

51

32.5

n

½” male
167.5

A5638 AA
Bath shower mixer
with metal pin handles
and rim mounting legs
£311.12

29

180

106

A5635 AA
Bath shower mixer
with new body and
rim mounting legs
£273.86

187

½ male

52

¾”
79
169

A5639 AA
Bath shower mixer
with metal pin handles
and fast-fix wall bracket
£311.12

185
77
n

112

½”
male

77

ALTO Bath shower mixer

29

34
4
½” male

77

A5636 AA
Bath shower
er mixer
pack with new
ew body,
rim mounting
ng legs and
Idealrain S3 shower kit
£339.07

72

103

32

Supplied fitted with 2 removable 4 litres per minute eco flow regulators

51

A4999 AA
LP bar shower mixer
with single function
Idealrain S1 shower kitt
£170.34

Supplied fitted with a
removable 8 litres per
minute eco flow regulator
in the handspray

¾"

ALTO Bath filler

A4740 AA
Bar shower mixer with
fast-fix wall bracket
£118.90

A5637 AA
Bar shower mixer with
metal pin handles and
fast-fix wall bracket
£156.16

½"

B9674 AA
Dual control two tap
hole bath filler
£144.01

A4741 AA
Bar shower mixer with
fast-fix wall bracket and
Idealrain S3 shower kit
£178.36

HIGH PRESSURE

32.5
½” male
168
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ELEMENTS

A MARRIAGE
OF VALUE,
DESIGN AND
CHOICE

Elements basin mixer

114

115

ELEMENTS
Proving that economy needn’t compromise
on style, this sleek and modern range of
mixers and taps is highly practical and adds
a contemporary look to a conventional
style.The gentle body lines, quarter turn
valves and choice of four handles make
Elements a favourite Ideal Standard design.
The compact range of bathroom fittings
ensures flexibility to new bathroom
installations and also makes it the perfect
replacement for tired and worn out taps.
Elements ceramic disc mechanism
provides a smooth and precise operation
that will provide many years of drip-free
service and perfectly complements the
choice of porcelain, Quattro, Axis, Tipo
and crosshead handles.

3

1

1 Elements two tap hole bath
filler with Quattro handles
2 Elements two tap hole shower
mixer with Axis handles and
shower set
3 Elements basin pillar taps
with lever handles
2

116

4 Elements crosshead
basin pillar taps

4
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ELEMENTS
PRICES AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION
ELEMENTS Basin pillar taps

ELEMENTS Bath pillar taps

B9852 AA
Basin pillar taps
– without handles
£43.20*

87
30
82

50

ELEMENTS Crosshead basin pillar taps

B9853 AA
Basin pillar taps
– without handles
£48.96*

90
31
82

½"

50

80
103
min
280

Ø15

Supplied fitted with a 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

30
82

B9855 AA
One tap hole basin
mixer with weighted
chain – without handles
£81.60*

54
103
min
290

Supplied fitted with a 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

ELEMENTS Bath filler

ELEMENTS Bath shower mixer

B9856 AA
Two tap hole bath fillerr
– without handles
£116.16*

B9857 AA
Two tap hole bath
shower mixer with
shower set – without
handles
£141.12*

¾”
80

108

90
31
82

B9860 AA
Crosshead one tap hole
basin mixer with
pop-up waste
£98.88

50

¾”

ELEMENTS Crosshead basin mixer

ELEMENTS Crosshead bath shower mixer
80

54
103

B9862 AA
Crosshead two tap hole
bath shower mixer
with shower set
£155.52

min
280

Ø15
Ø15

Supplied fitted with a 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

29

50

B9859 AA
Crosshead
bath pillar taps
£63.36

½"

ELEMENTS Basin mixer
54

87

¾”

ELEMENTS Basin mixer
B9854 AA
One tap hole basin
mixer with pop-up
waste – without handles
£84.48*

B9858 AA
Crosshead
basin pillar taps
£57.60

ELEMENTS Crosshead bath pillar taps

ELEMENTS Crosshead bath filler
B9861 AA
Crosshead two tap hole
bath filler
£130.56
29
¾”
29

¾”

ELEMENTS Handles

108

180

E7120 AA
Quattro – pair
£64.30
E595001
Studio Ceramic – pair
£17.64

ELEMENTS Lever basin pillar taps

ELEMENTS Lever bath pillar taps

B9863 AA
Lever basin pillar taps
£57.60

B9864 AA
Lever basin pillar taps
£71.04

82
30
82

50

½"

E0745 AA
Axis lever – pair
£64.30

108

180

84
31
82

50

¾”

29
¾”

108

180

E0735 AA
Tipo – pair
£43.51
*All prices exclude handles.
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KINGSTON

CLASSICS
MAKE A
COMEBACK

Kingston basin mixer

120

121

Sometimes, only a classic design will do.
Kingston, with its soft round styling and
retro feel, is a great choice if you want
to create a traditional bathroom space.

KINGSTON

Fittings include the design classic ‘telephone’
shower cradle and a choice of individual
crosshead pillar taps plus a mixer body.

1 Kingston pillar taps

2

2 Kingston bath shower mixer

PRICES AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION
KINGSTON Basin mixer
E6105 AA
Kingston dual control
one tap hole basin
mixer with pop-up
waste
£177.20

KINGSTON Basin pillar taps
110

75
120

85
30
85

50

½"

330

Supplied fitted with a 5 litres per minute eco flow regulator

Ø10mm

KINGSTON Bath pillar taps
E6055 AA
Kingston pair
bath taps
£97.37

E6045 AA
Kingston pair
bath taps
£89.59

KINGSTON Bath shower mixer
85
40
90

50
¾"

E6125AA
Kingston dual control
two tap hole bath
shower mixer complete
with shower kit
£397.40

305
145
45
50

¾"
95 - 265 min

KINGSTON Bidet mixer
E6115 AA
Kingston dual control
one tap hole bidet
mixer with pop-up
waste
£177.20

105

75
105

330

Ø10mm

1
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KEY FEATURES

Silver

Melange

Moments

SimplyU

Alfiere

Academy

Alto

Elements
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Kingston

Attitude

r

Jasper
Morrison

Active

r

Cone

Ceraplan
SL

r

Concept

Ceramix
Blue

The following chart gives an overview of our complete
range of mixers and taps including all water-saving,
time-saving and safety features.

Features
Ceramic Disc technology
Ceramic Disc technology – MULTIPORT
r

Click Cartridge
Temperature Limit Stop

r

r

r

Cool Body Technology

r

r

r

Eco Flow Regulators

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r
r
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r
r

r

r

r

r

r
r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

Ranges
Basin mixer single lever
Basin mixer dual control
Basin pillar taps

r

Wall mounted basin mixer
r

Bath filler single lever

r

Bath filler dual control
Bath filler thermostatic

r
r

r

r

r

r

Bath shower mixer dual control
Bath shower mixer thermostatic

r

Exposed shower mixer single lever

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r
r

r
r

r
r

r

r
r

r

r

r

r

Bath pillar taps

r

r

r
r

r

Idealfill

Bath shower mixer single lever

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r
r

r

r
r

Exposed shower mixer thermostatic
r

Built In shower mixer single lever

r

Built In shower mixer thermostatic
Bidet mixer single lever

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r
r

Bidet mixer dual control
Kitchen mixer single lever

r

r

Kitchen mixer dual control

r
r

r

Ideal Standard mixers and taps guarantee
Our confidence in the quality and reliability of Ideal Standard products enables us to guarantee all
mixers and taps for five years from date of purchase. Parts are guaranteed for five years and will be
replaced if found to be faulty. The guarantee does not cover general wear and tear.

If you need installation advice, a qualified plumber will be happy to help you. We recommend you
choose one who is a member of one of these professional bodies:

Our guarantee covers all products that have been used in the manner they were intended, and does
not apply to any products that have been misused or abused in any way. Products must be installed
and cared for in line with our fixing instructions and local water byelaws. The guarantee covers
products in domestic use by the consumer and not in commercial or business use.

Association of Plumbing and Heating Contractors (APHC)
www.aphc.co.uk Tel: 024 7647 0626
The Chartered Institute of Plumbing and heating Engineering
www.ciphe.org.uk Tel: 01708 472791
Scottish and Northern Ireland Plumbing Employers’ Federation
www.snipef.org.uk Tel: 0131 225 2255

In the unlikely event the product fails within five years, we offer a free replacement or replacement
part [or nearest equivalent]. Liability is limited to individual products and does not cover
consequential loss or damage on installations.

Ideal Standard pursues a policy of continuing improvement in design and performance of its
products. The right is therefore reserved to vary specifications without notice. Colour reproduction
is as accurate as possible within the limitations of the printing process.
COPYRIGHT IDEAL STANDARD UK LTD P1623(1) 10/12
www.johnson-tiles.com Tel: 01782 575 575

Applies to UK and Republic of Ireland only. This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.
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Brochure designed by

Ceramix Blue basin mixer
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Ideal Standard
The Bathroom Works
National Avenue
Kingston Upon Hull
HU5 4HS
Tel: 01482 346461
Fax: 01482 445886
www.idealstandard.co.uk

WWW.IDEALSTANDARD.CO.UK

